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Answer all  questions of MCQ& SQ- type. 

 

1.The packing fraction of ahcp type lattice is about- 

(1) 

          ________________________________________________________. 

 

2 .The total number of isomers for the complex [ Co (en)2 Cl2]Cl is, 

(1) 

 

_______________________________________________________. 

 

 

3. The half-life of a second order reaction is,- 

A. Independent upon reactant concentration. 

B. Dependent upon product concentration 

C. Dependent upon reactant concentration. 

 D. None of the above.  (1) 

 

 

 

4. What will be the sequence of d-d transition amongst [ Co (en)3]Cl3 (a),  [Co 

(NH3)6]Cl3 (b) &  [Co ( H2O)6]Cl3 (c ) are,- 

A. (c) › (a) › (b).     

B. (a)› (c) › (b). 

C. (b) › (a) › (c). 

D.  (a) › (b) › (c ).(1) 



 

 

 

5. The  unit of a reaction having order 1.5 is(1) 

 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

6. According to Arhenius theory of rate of a reaction, the rate of a certain reaction that will 

increase by increase of temperature of each 10°C is.-  

A. 2-3 fold. 

 B. Almost no change, 

C. 4 fold, 

D. More than five fold. (1) 

 

7. Degree of freedom of a non-linear molecule is determined by- 

A. 3N.  B. ( 3N-5)  

C .(3N-6).D. (3N-4). (1) 

 

 

8. The change in viscosity of a liquid is,- 

A. Increases with an increase in temperature,  

B. Decreases with an increase in temperature,  

C. Independent upon temperature,  

D. BBoth (A) and (B) are correct statements.  (1) 

 

 



 

 

 

 

9.  The IUPAC name of the complex [ VO (acac)2]Cl is, 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________(1) 

 

10 The pair of metal ions which are used regularly in MRI- scan is,-  

A. Gd(III) & Lu (III),B. Gd(III) &Sm(III), 

C.  Lu (III) &Eu (III).(1)D.Ce(IIII) &Yb (IIII), 

 

 

11. Predict the correct statement. 

A. The radius of d-block elements belonging to same period are almost constant. 

 B. Zr is smaller in terms of atomic radii than Hf. 

 C. Cr(III) is a 3d5- system.  

D. The d-d transition always gives very intensified bands.(1) 

 

12. The CFSE of Co(III) is 4 Dq in octahedral field. If Co(III) is considered in a tetrahedral 

field, then the CFSE will be,- 

A.3.32Dq,  B.  7.18 Dq 

 C. 5.43Dq, D. 1.78 Dq.  (2) 

 

 



 

 

13.[ Co(NH3)3Cl3] possess two types of functional isomers such as,= 

A. FAC & MER, 

B. Cis& Trans, 

C. FAC & Trans, 

D. MER &Cis.(1) 

 

14. Give the structure of the complex by using this IUPAC –name such 

as,(tetramminecobult(III))-µ-chloro-µ-hydroxo(tetracarbonylchromium(III))chloride 

complex  

is, 

 

_________________________________________________________________.(1) 

 

15.  Amongst followings the formation of which complex depends  mostly on the pH of the 

medium? 

A. [Co (gly)3].B. [ Co( H2O)6]Cl3. 

C. [ Co (NH3)3]Cl3.   D. None of them.(2) 

 

16. The slope of ln(k) Vs (1/T) curve for a reaction is 4.5× 104.The approximate value of 

activation energy for that reaction will be 

 

______________________________________________________. (2)                       

 

 

 



 

 

 

17. When NaCl is treated in presence of Na vapour, it becomes yellow in colour due to,- 

A. Metal excess defect.B. Frenkel defect.  

C. metal deficiency defect.D. Schottkydefect.(1) 
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